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in the second part, there are many narrations about the various miracles done by the various ilmu. for example, ilmu al-khawarizmi, is the ilmu that does
science and mathematics. the mathematician, nizar bin mutee al-hindi, benefited from the ilmu and he became famous. in modern times, this ilmu is called al-
hindi. al-hindi is famous in the world. this ilmu is practised in the united states, europe, and arab countries. al-hindi used to help people get married. with the
help of al-hindi, people could marry because al-hindi had a special formula. with the formula, people could go to the palace to request the sultan for their
marriage. with the formula, people could go to the sultan to request to marry. in the sultan's palace, the sultan put the formula in a basket. he kept the basket
in a special place in his palace. when people wanted to marry, they went to the palace, and asked for the basket. the people would read the formula and they
would be able to marry. when the sultan became old, he gave the basket to his sons so that they would be able to continue the tradition. but some people
were not happy with this tradition, and they went to the palace to ask for the formula. they wanted to use their own formula, because they were only
interested in getting married. in the third part, there are narrations about different miracles done by different ilmu. for example, the ilmu that does medicine
is called al-qanun. this ilmu also helps in the problems of food, agriculture, and rain. in the twentieth century, the ilm al-qanun became popular in the arab
countries. the ilm al-qanun is used today to help the sick. this ilmu is used to help people in many countries, including: usa, uk, germany, india, china, hong
kong, and malaysia.
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